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Michael Woodhouse graduated from Monash University with a Bachelor and Master's degree
specialising in hydrology. Michael became extremely well known to all leading luminaries in the
hydrology/hydraulics field across Australia through his work, papers at conferences and
involvement with Engineers Australia in organising local, state and national events. He had come
to Brisbane to join Cameron McNamara (now KBR) and was a leading light in their Water
Engineering work across Australia. He was a member and Secretary of the Engineers Australia
Water Panel and the National Committee on Water Engineering, and extremely knowledgeable
on all things hydrology.

Unfortunately at a very young age, Michael developed cancer and passed away in the mid 1980s
in his early thirties. Because of his substantial contribution over such a short period, and his
particular interest in university graduates and their research, EA agreed to Cameron McNamara's
proposal to name a student award in his honour. A bursary fund for the awards was formed from
Cameron McNamara's initial contribution and ongoing donations from water panel firms and
individuals.

The QLD Water Panel Michael Woodhouse Undergraduate Awards event showcases work from
our most promising future water engineers. In the past, University students from across
Queensland have presented their undergraduate projects in competition for the accolade of the
evening. The winning students are awarded a bursary from the Michael Woodhouse Memorial
Fund and have their name inscribed on the official Michael Woodhouse shield.

Winners List

2018 Alex Caldwell (USC) 2017 Matthew Reimer (Griffith)
2016 Andrew Lindsay (USC) 2015 Jordan Andrews (USC)
2014 Lachlan Raso (Griffith) 2012 Liam Owen (USC)
2011 David Mohr (USQ) 2010 Duncan Ward (UQ)
2009 Daniel Grobbelaar (JCU) 2008 James Allen (JCU)
2007 Mina Tom (Griffith) 2006 Christopher Mills (UQ)
2005 Benjamin Tuesley (Griffith) 2004 Andrew Rumsby (JCU)
2003 Amanda Fell (JCU) 2002 Megan Streeter (JCU)
2001 Chantal Donnelly (UQ) 2000 Bronwyn Bell (Griffith)
1999 Steve Williams (Griffith) 1998 Russell Richards (Griffith)


